


HONDAXRsOOR ENDURO

IS BIG RED TUFF HNUFF?
A Hundred Miles Later, We Find Out

T*o Years ago,Gary Woodling took
I a stone stock XR500 Honda and
tied for the overall win at the Green-
horn Enduro, losing out by a few cruel
seconds on a tie-breaker. Still, an A
Open win is nothing to be ashamed of.
Gary felt that the big, lumbering XR
could be made to do the job in en-
duros, in spite of the common thought
that it "was nothing more than a fun
trail bike. "

After entering Big Red in a handful
of western-type enduros, Gary found
the limitations of the big bike in a real
woods run. End of experiment.
Thoughts? Great bike, OK under
normal conditions, but tough to
handle on a really rough enduro.

Two years have passed, one shock
has been removed, and the Honda XR-
500 is now a completely different bike.
Of all the important statistics, the new
Honda shares only one with the old
Honda: it's still heavy, tipping the
scales at nearly 300 pounds, full of gas,
oil and tools.

In fact, we almost dismissed the XR-
500 as a serious enduro bike because of
the heavy 277.7 pounds, dry listing in
the advance spec sheets. Then, we had
a chance to sling an editorial leg over
the bike at a Honda press function and
found that the new XR500 was worlds
different from the old version. The
thing turned like ahawk!

Naturally, w€ had immediate vi-
sions of trophies. You see, District 37
has a new four-stroke class for en-
duros in 1981. Kicking off the year
would be the Tuff E'Nuff Enduro, a
hundred-miler held in the high desert
around the Randsburg area.

Now then, some background is in
order. You see, the Tuff E'Nuff gets
its name because it ls tough enough.
In fact, more than tough enough, if
you ask the usual refugee stream of
finishers. It has the reputation of be-
ing one of the killer enduros, with mur-
derous downhills, impossible uphills,
endless rock fields and silt-lined
whoopers.

Visions of carrying a 300-pound XR
up sand hills come readily to mind.
Hmmm. StiU, nothing ventured, noth-
ing lost. A rolling stone gathers no
lime. A stitch in time saves the aii filter.
And so forth.

The entry was mailed in along with
the correct ransom and, in due time,
we received a route sheet schedule and
number 468. Webb ran his beady eyes
over the schedule, slapped his thighs
and giggled uncontrollably: "Man,
you are gonna die if you ride that
heavy beast in this enduro. I know that
area and I know the guys who are lay-
ing out the course. It's death down-
hills, straight down. . .lined with giant
rocks the size of aircraft carriers. . .
and that's just to the speedo check.
Wait'll you get on the course itself . . . "
He roared again.

I casually flicked some cigar ashes in
his coffee when he wasn't looking,
just to get even. Double A enduro
riders ateabizarregroup, at best.

We picked up the Honda and put
some break-in time on it a few days be-
fore the enduro. First impressions
gave us mixed feelings. Power was
good, smooth and predictable. While

the XR was a very heavy bike, we
didn't notice the weight most of the
time. What did surprise us was how
plush the suspension was. Both the
front and the rear gave a marshmallow
ride at low-to-medium speeds over
even the choppiest ground.

Only when we subjected the XR to
abrupt changes, such as a short, sharp-
lipped jump, did we notice thepitching
of all that weight. Steering was very ac-
curate, even on baked-dry, narrow
trails. Rocks left us with mixed feel-
ings. Sometimes the Big Honda would
ignore them; other times the front end
would dart to one side with a violent
shudder. We needed more time on the
bike.

One thing did drive us nuts; at very
low rpms when the throttle was
snapped open, the'engine would hic-
cup and stall. This drove us nuts, espe-
cially on one tight, rocky uphill section.
Roooooooaaaaaaar . . . burp . . . stall
. . .aaaaaarrrrgh! Wham, thud, tumble,
crash and burn. After a few of these
painful get-offs, we set the idle up way
high to avoid the unwanted stalling.
Fiddling with the air screw did little to
help the problem.
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By Rick Sieman

Here's the way the Pro-Link XRffi looked before we got it all filthy in the dirt, Yas,
it's nice. No, the Countdown clock does not come stock on the bike.



Super strong front braketooksome get-
ting used to. Onefingerwas all ittook.
It's a doubleJeading shoe unit. This
si m ply mea n s that there a te two ca ms
sprcading the shoes open, rather than
thesingle-cam method.

The next day we received a trick
White Brothers pipe to try on the XR.
It was a 1980-model pipe, but the en-
gine was mostly the same, and we
wanted to shed a few pounds and pos-
sibly pick up some more horsepower in
the process. With only a few minor
modifications, we were able to slip the
WB pipe in place. There's no problem
with tire clearance. The White Broth-
ers setup uses the stock head pipes,
as dyno testing has shown them to be
the most effective across a wider set of
conditions than any other dimension
tubing. A Super Trapp silencer,/spark
arrestor comes with the WB kit and is
tunable. We left it stock and were
pleased with the obvious gain in per-
formance.

One side beneht was noted. That
hitch directly off the bottom was al-
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most entirely eliminated. This made
the XR500 much more rideable in
tight and tricky goings. One more
short practice session; we added six
pounds ofair to the forks and cranked
up the preload on the Pro-Link shock.
Our ride was still on the plush side, but
now the XR resisted bottoming on
severe bumps in a much more satisfac-
tory manner.

Oh yes. . . the sound of the WB ex-
haust was music to the ears. Noise is a
subjective thing. Personally, the DB
staff likes the sound of a four-stroke,
while a two-stroke putting out the
same decibels hurts the ear. It's an
easy taste to acquire.

At first we had a great deal of
trouble starting the Honda. This was
odd, sincethe previous XR500s were a
snap to get lit. Just don't touch the
throttle and give it a decent boot. This
one drove us nuts. When cold, it
seemed to take forever to get things
started. And, once the engine was hot,
the bike would start erratically-one
kick or forty kicks, there seemed to be
no rhyme or reason to the method.

It was Clipper who came to the res-
cue. He said you could not depress the
kickstarter even the slightest bit be-
fore booting it through. It seems that
the kickstarter is linked to a compres-

Chain adjustment was a snap; snail
adjusters simplified the prccess. Reat
wh eel was g uick- d iscon nect. Six-ply
IBC Vulcandurowasa ree I rockeater
butdidn'thook upwell in deepsand. We
eventually used a Terraflex4.l0 x l7
close-knob for improved traction.

sion release and that the first inch of
kickstarter travel lifts a valve and lets
the charge drift out.

Here's the drill: Prop the XR up on
the kickstand, bring the kickstarter all
the way to the top, making sure the
piston is right at top dead center, then
sharply slap the lever through without
resting your foot on it before you kick.
Using this method, the XR became a
first-kick starter very often. Without
it, lottsa luck.

Prepping for the enduro was more
or less basic procedure. A decent selec-
tion of tools was stored in the nifty
Honda tool bag mounted on the reap
fender and some extra goodies were
taped here and there on spare frame
tubes.

We blanked the speedo face over
with duct tape, leaving only the
odometer showing. No sense searching
for the numbers you need. By the way,
those numbers on the Honda
odometer are plenty big and easy to
read while you're riding. The front
brake cable was rerouted to the out-
side of the throttle cables and the top
cable guide was bent out to keep the
cable from crossing the odometer face
and obscuring vision.

A Countdown Combo was slipped
on the crossbars. This niftv unit has
the route sheet and the digital clock in
the same housing. All the DB staff
uses them.

We decided to run the stock IRC
Vulcanduro tires, mostly because they
are six-ply rated and have very stiff
side walls. We've found they resist
flats from rocks very well. To play it
safe, we ran the tire pressure on the
high side and sacrificed some hand-
ling for anti-flat insurance: fifteen
pounds in the front and 14 pounds in
the new, l7-inch rear.

The chain guide was removed, as it
looked too vulnerable to rock hits. We
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drilled some holes in the air box; the
standard openings looked smallish
and we wanted the bike to breath as
well as possible. Some Yamaha hand
guards were slipped over the hand con-
trols. These great little items come
standard on the TT250 and IT models
and every enduro,/trail rider should
have a set laying around. They fit just
about anything made and offer decent
protection from branches and bushes.

We beat on the sidestand a bit to get
it tucked in closer. Stock, it's a real
ankle snagger. This had to be done
several times during the test period,
for the sidestand bent easily. At the
end of one month's worth of riding,
the sidestand had more bends in it than
Iranian logic.

All too quickly, the Day of Judge-
ment arrived.

Key time: 9:05. Team DIRT BIKE
gleamed in the morning sunlight. We
had enough instrumentation between
us to land a '47 Studebaker on the
moon. Tanks were topped up. Kid-
neys drained. "10-9-8-7-... " Kidneys
somehow mysteriously refilled. " ...4-
3-2-l-GO!" Numbers 46A, 46C and
46D all fired up and blazed off. Num-
ber 468 kicked like a lunatic until the
drill was remembered.

Whup. Easy now. Top dead center.
No pressure on the kickstarter. Then
slap at it once, hard, and Big Red
lights off. Two hundred yards later,
the wind rushing through the foam
clears the last of the perspiration from
the inside of the goggles.

After a very few minutes of open
desert, the course dropped down into a
dry river bed. White, soft, mushy,
squiggly sand laced with slab-sided
rocks and boulders. Nothing handled
here. The only hope was to get up on
top of the sand, get some speed up and
plane. But how do you get speed up
whenyou're snaking around rocks the
size of a console TV set?

Shortly after, I learned a brief but
bitter lesson. Never, I repeat, never lry
to ride off a four-foot ledge. Always
jump. Even if there's a pile of broken
glass and old flaming mattresses down
there. Because, unless your name is
Bernie Schreiber, chances are bad
news and grim times await you.

Big Red was OK until the forks
tucked under, letting all 300 pounds
teeter straight up and down for one
endlesslylong moment. Then, the rear
end came over center and drove me
into the ground like a tent peg. How
miserable!! Here I was, less than a
quarter of a mile from the start, lying
under a three-hundred-pound bike,
pinned like the loser in an Australian
Tag Team Match. Now I knew how
that ski jumper on the Wide l4/orld of
Sports must have felt when he blew it
on the end of the ramp.

Somehow I extracted myself from
underneath the still-idling XR500 and
stood up, though somewhat shakily. I
closed my eyes for just a moment to try
and gather my composure back, only
to hear a loud roar and a yell. Jeez! I
was still in the middle of the course
and the next minute was on the way!! I
picked up the idling Honda and it
promptly stalled. Oh great! A few
kicks later-and ducking my head for
a few bikes-got the XR running. I
straightened out the levers and such as
I was riding and tried to get some sort
of rhythm going. Concentrate now.
Aha! There. . . a rhythm: sweat drips
in right eye, deep racking breath, side
throbs with pain, sweat drips in left
eye, another breath and more pain.

I arrived at the three-mile speedo
check to find Clipper sitting there on
his Kawasaki 175, goggles off, munch-
ing on a Necco wafer. "What kept
you? I've been here for two or three
minutes. Jeez! What happened to your
bike? It looks like a train backed over
it."

Sometimes I just hate him.
Anyway, things settled down and

the course wandered its merry way
over horrendous rock farms, mighty
mountains, cavernous ravines and
shifting side hills. Then, we got to the
rough stuff.

No one can say that the United En-
duro Association puts on a cake-walk
ride. It was tough, but imaginative.
Fast sections were broken up with
short, hard-to-ride parts. They'd get
you late, then let you catch up. You'd
zero a check, then beat your brains out
and be happy to arrive six minutes late
at the next one.

Through it all, I learned about the
Honda. That mighty engine took me
up hills that left Open Class, two-
stroke racers floundering. Second gear
did the job up almost anything. If you
had to go to low, most of the other
riders on the hill were pushing along-
side their bikes.

A few times the power got me into
trouble. The XR would rear up wildly
and loop out when it got some unex-
pected traction on a hill. But, for every
time it put me in an awkward situation,
there were ten times the fabulous
motor got me out of trouble. A typical
instance: Twisting through a narrow
canyon, the arrows suddenly pointed
straight up. No run at the hill. Just nail
it hard second, get your weight for-
ward and chug right to the top. No
sweat with the XR. Maybe a dab or
two near the crest as the rear end
squirrels around.

A few times forward motion ceased
on some bad uphills. Here, you paid
the price for riding a 300-pound bike.
Maybe a rock stopped the front wheel
cold, or another rider would get in
your line. Then, you had to bull the
XR500 around. Pick it up and heft the
rear wheel into a fresh line. Hard, hard
work. Heaving lungs. Burning arms.
Aching back.

Here'swhatour bike laoked likeallset upfortheTough E'Nuff Enduro. A White Bros. pipe, Iots of tools and a Countdown Combo
clock were used. Yamaha hand prctedtors helped keep the heavy brush from whacking knuckles. At the end of the 10O-miler, the
Honda was running just fine.
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drilled some holes in the air box; the
standard openings looked smallish
and we wanted the bike to breath as
well as possible. Some Yamaha hand
guards were slipped over the hand con-
trols. These great little items come
standard on the TT250 and IT models
and every enduro,/trail rider should
have a set laying around. They fit just
about anything made and offer decent
protection from branches and bushes.

We beat on the sidestand a bit to get
it tucked in closer. Stock, it's a real
ankle snagger. This had to be done
several times during the test period,
for the sidestand bent easily. At the
end of one month's worth of riding,
the sidestand had more bends in it than
Iranian logic.

All too quickly, the Doy of Judge-
ment arrived.

Key time: 9:05. Team DIRT BIKE
gleamed in the morning sunlight. We
had enough instrumentation between
us to land a '47 Studebaker on the
moon. Tanks were topped up. Kid-
neys drained. " 10-9-8-7-. . . " Kidneys
somehow mysteriously refilled. " . . .4-
3-2-l-GO!" Numbers 46A, 46C and
46D alI fired up and blazed off. Num-
ber 468 kicked like a lunatic until the
drill was remembered.

Whup. Easy now. Top dead center.
No pressure on the kickstarter. Then
slap at it once, hard, and Big Red
lights off. Two hundred yards later,
the wind rushing through the foam
clears the last of the perspiration from
the inside of the goggles.

After a very few minutes of open
desert, the course dropped down into a
dry river bed. White, soft, mushy,
squiggly sand laced with slab-sided
rocks and boulders. Nothing handled
here. The only hope was to get up on
top of the sand, get some speed up and
plane. But how do you get speed up
whenyou're snaking around rocks the
size of a console TV set?

Shortly after, I learned a brief but
bitter lesson. Never, I repeat, never fiy
to ride off a four-foot ledge. Always
jump. Even if there's a pile of broken
glass and old flaming mattresses down
there. Because, unless your name is
Bernie Schreiber, chances are bad
news and grim times await you.

Big Red was OK until the forks
tucked under, letting all 300 pounds
teeter straight up and down for one
endlessly long moment. Then, the rear
end came over center and drove me
into the ground like a tent peg. How
miserable! ! Here I was, less than a
quarter of a mile from the start, lying
under a three-hundred-pound bike,
pinned like the loser in an Australian
Tag Team Match. Now I knew how
that ski jumper on the Wide l4rorld of
Sports must have felt when he blew it
on the end of the ramp.

Somehow I extracted myself from
underneath the still-idling XR500 and
stood up, though somewhat shakily. I
closed my eyes for just a moment to try
and gather my composure back, only
to hear a loud roar and a yell. Jeez! I
was still in the middle of the course
and the next minute was on the way!! I
picked up the idling Honda and it
promptly stalled. Oh great! A few
kicks later-and ducking my head for
a few bikes-got the XR running. I
straightened out the levers and such as
I was riding and tried to get some sort
of rhythm going. Concentrate now.
Aha! There...a rhythm: sweat drips
in right eye, deep racking breath, side
throbs with pain, sweat drips in left
eye, another breath and more pain.

I arrived at the three-mile speedo
check to find Clipper sitting there on
his Kawasaki 175, goggles off, munch-
ing on a Necco wafer. "What kept
you? I've been here for two or three
minutes. Jeez! What happened to your
bike? It looks like a train backed over
it. "

Sometimes I just hate him.
Anyway, things settled down and

the course wandered its merry way
over horrendous rock farms, mighty
mountains, cavernous ravines and
shifting side hills. Then, we got to the
rough stuff.

No one can say that the United En-
duro Association puts on a cake-walk
ride. It was tough, but imaginative.
Fast sections were broken up with
short, hard-to-ride parts. They'd get
you late, then let you catch up. You'd
zero a check, then beat your brains out
and be happy to arrive six minutes late
at the next one.

Through it all, I learned about the
Honda. That mighty engine took me
up hills that left Open Class, two-
stroke racers fl oundering. Second gear
did the job up almost anything. If you
had to go to low, most of the other
riders on the hill were pushing along-
side their bikes.

A few times the power got me into
trouble. The XR would rear up wildly
and loop out when it got some unex-
pected traction on a hill. But, for every
time it put me in an awkward situation,
there were ten times the fabulous
motor got me out of trouble. A typical
instance: Twisting through a narrow
canyon, the arrows suddenly pointed
straight up. No run at the hill. Just nail
it hard second, get your weight for-
ward and chug right to the top. No
sweat with the XR. Maybe a dab or
two near the crest as the rear end
squirrels around.

A few times forward motion ceased
on some bad uphills. Here, you paid
the price for riding a 300-pound bike.
Maybe a rock stopped the front wheel
cold, or another rider would get in
your line. Then, you had to bull the
XR500 around. Pick it up and heft the
rear wheel into a fresh line. Hard, hard
work. Heaving lungs. Burning arms.
Aching back.

Here's what our bike laoked like all set up for the Tough E'Nuff Enduro. A White Bros. pipe, lots of tools and a Countdown Combo
clock were used. Yamaha hand prctectors helped keep the heavy brush from whacking knuckles. At the end of the 100-miler, the
Honda was running just fine.
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Then you get to the top of the hill,
and you're in a fast section filled with
small rocks. In two minutes, you've
forgotten about that hill back there.
The Honda can wail through stuff like
this-while you're sitting down. It ig-
nores rocks as well as any bike we've
ridden. Just hit 'em, keep your arms
loose and keep the power steadily on in
a tall gear. No wheel spin. A steady,
lugging moan from the engine tells you
it's working just right.

After a few hours of hard riding, the
Honda earns your respect. That sus-
pension is all right. Not perfect, but
very, very good. There's l0 inches
front and rear. Ten, correct inches.
Those Showa forks are perhaps the
best ever to come from that particular
factory. Some flex can be felt when
whacking into rocks and turning in
deep sand, but nothing that you can't
live with. The rear end will suck up just
about anything. Rebound is a bit too
quick, but that can be adjusted. Later.

At the end of the first loop, the XR-
500 had zeroed four checks and
dropped six minutes on one.particular-
ly grueling section.

A check at the gas tank showed that
we were getting good mileage; maybe
as much as 65 to 70 miles per tank-
under tough conditions. For trail rid-
ing, surely a lot more.

Spokes were still tight and nothing
had come loose.

The second loop promised to be
much tougher. Traditionally, the
UEA saves the best for last. We remem-
bered what Jerry Counts had told us a
few days earlier: "You like hills? Well
then, that last loop ought to make you
very happy indeed. "

As promised, the last loop delivered.
Maybe 40 or more vicious downhills,
with an equal number of snotty up-
hills. Here, I started to wish for a little
less front brake. The XR has the same
double-leading shoe setup as the MX-
ers, and one finger is all it takes to stop
that wheel cold. Sometimes, as you're
dropping off the side of the world, you
tend to tighten up and squeeze a bit too
hard. Zango! Over the bars in a grace-
ful arc. Pick it up and go again.

Eventually, the XR500 sniffed a
path home and got our tired body to
the finish line; battered, dusty, one
side panel missing, a few bent controls,
but otherwise running as clean and
strong as before the event.

lcontinued on Page 67l.
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lcontinued from y'age 20l.

My riding partners pressed for de-
tails: "Waddayathink?Would you do
it again? Is iit a pig? Too heavy?
TroubleintheroOks?" And so forth.

Tell you what. Yes, I would do it
again. I loved the bike. Yes, it was too
heavy. But, I'm already making plans
to carve a few pounds off of Big Red.
The suspension? I'm going to leave it
alone. Maybe bump up the preload in
the Pro-Link a bit and dial in some
more rebound damping. But that's it.
There's no need to spend big bucks on
this bike for forks and shocks.

['m definitely going to change the
bars. The sit-up-and-beg position got
tiring after a few hours. Something
lower and flatter will be better. I might
try another carb.

The front tire will stay for enduros.
A rock kissed that IRC real hard about
30 miles from the end, and I had to
limp home on a flat. The rubber never
even broke loose from the bead and I
was able to keep up a reasonable pace.

At the rear, something else will get
mounted. Maybe one of those new,
17-inch, extra firm Terra Flexes. Some-
thing big and wide and deep. I might
even read the manual and learn how to. (continuedonpagedSl
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for your business.

HeI=BtL"-
Compact Trailer



gloves odd-looking.
We call themYamaha

Spikers. And we think the/re
the toughest, most
flexible protection your
hands everhad.Thanks
to all those tough,
fl exible, shock absorbing
rubberspikes.

ThisyealsTeam

a pair at your local
, Yamahadealer.
I Onceyoudo,
youllprobablydecide

TI{EWAYNSHOT]LD BE.

Yamaha support riders will be
wearing our new invention. And

you can getyourhands in

HONDAXRsMR
lcontinued from page 671

soften the adjustment on the front
brake. And, like I said earlier, take
some weight off here and there.

But that's it.
Bits and Pieces

Believe it or not, the XR500 has a
reed-valve fiust like a two-stroke) in
the intake manifold. This is supposed
to smooth out the power at low rpms.
We're going to play with this and see
what we learn.

At 55.9 inches, the wheelbase is a
bit short for higher speeds over rough
ground. Unless someone comes out
with an accessory arm, we'll live with
55-point-nine.

The air filter is small and the air box
a bit restrictive.

Folding shift and brake levers are
stock. That brake pedal could be out a
bit more.

O-ring chain comes stock on the
bike. Good stuff. Both wheels are
quick-detach.

One minor source of irritation
There was a noise coming from the
engine that sounded a great deal like a
gear going bad, or a spun bearing. It
drove us nuts until we figured out that
it was merely the sound of the chain

lcontinued on page 701

ordinary gloves are pointless.

AREYOU
FORTHESE

hishlv scratch-resistant
Le"xair' lens is designed to be
an exact section of a circle's

circurnference - a perfect arc.
The result is less distortion
than any other goggle nnde.

An ertremefi wide
allaws
ifhcral

utston.Between yur tender
face and the handsonw
urethane frame is a
thick, comfortable
cashion of foam.

Tha Oakley 0/20 is a
mmflete goggle system.
With it,you can get
tearoffs, a face rwsk and
the largest selection of
lenses au ailable, fuclud-

and
lenses. textunng

behind the lers
pre u ents int emal gl are.

'Generous uentilatimt
helps keep your face cool
in the hottest race.

dramatic drop
angle bot
toma um
straight-doun uision.

f.ts any nose
tably Withoul Altrnst an umfair adu antnge.

ffi
DIRT BIKE/APRIL ITNI

impaiing uision. Suggated retail frice uith Lerun l%: $2o.



*Make checks { U. S.
funds) pavable to

Plus Products ADDRESS

-DIRT 

BIKE caps at $6.50
each, plus 91 .50 postage and handling.

-DIRT 

BIKE wallets at S7.95 each, plus postage and handling. *
lndicatscapcolor: tr Red ! Elue

HONDAXRsOOR
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rubbing against the protective guide
on top of the swingarm. The huge,
aluminum arm is hollow, and the
sound reverberated through it caus-
ing us worry, but no damage. After the
chain carved a nice groove in the pro-
tector, the sound diminished.

Split perch mounts on the hand con-
trols make changing easy. Every-
where you look on the bike, thought-
ful detailing abounds.

TheBigPicture
No mistake about it, the XR500 is a

thoroughly delightful, truly desirable
and unmistakeably wonderful bike.
During our test period, we let a num-
ber of folks have a brief ride on the
machine. They all immediately fell in
love with Big Red. Some of them are
placing orders as you read this. The
smart ones are already out on their
new bike.

Sure, it's heavy and there are areas
for improvement. But, by and large,
the l98l Honda XR500R is light years
better than any other four-stroke
production dirt bike ever built. There
simply will not be enough of them to
go around this year. Grab one. If you
can. n

Boxltl945 Dept DB4-1
LasVesas, Nevada89l 14 CITY/STATE/ZIP

Canadian add 9l .00, oth6rforeign add 92.(X) -------J

FOR STREET:
Now you con hove

the some quolity for
street thot goes into the Metzeler
off-rood line, Metzeler hos o-
chieved the ultimote combinotion,
excellent troction with extro high
mileoge. The MEZ guorontees high
stobility, quietness ond long life. The
ME99 is o high speed reor tire de-
veloped directly from rocing per-
formonce. ME Series Metzelers;

FOR OFF.ROAD:
Metzelers oul
ing reputotion os on
off-rood tire is often used to judge
oll other off-rood tires. They ore
known for their superior troction in
ony terroin. Avoiloble in o light-
weight 2 ply nylon cosing for moto-
cross or 4 ply royon cosing for en-
duros, where lower oir pressures
ore used ond still give excellent
protection in rocky terroin.true high perfor- roe shtrt g7.5o; long1eeye t€o shtd gt2.5o

monce tires. Hot S5.95; Hoodad sweot3hlrt 919.50

City

O'N€ol Dlslrlbullng, lnc. . 9555 Owensmouth Ave. Chofsworlh, CA 913ll . (213) 990'1O49
IN CA]IFORNIA SEE YOUR 1OCAI O'NEAt DEAIEP
n Moster Chorge ! Viso n MoneY Order

Nome

m

Addless
Zip- Phon

Viso or Moster chotge +- Expires-
Signoture

Qly, D€tcdPllon Ptlc€

Send Check Coshrere Check or Money Order
(Allow 3 weeks b ceor on personol checks)

Min Order SIOOO tue€htrncluded loC.OD
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